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Abolins V, Stremoukhov A, Walter C, Latash ML. On the ori-
gin of finger enslaving: control with referent coordinates and effects
of visual feedback. J Neurophysiol 124: 1625–1636, 2020. First
published September 30, 2020; doi:10.1152/jn.00322.2020.—When
a person tries to press with a finger, other fingers of the hand produce
force unintentionally. We explored this phenomenon of enslaving dur-
ing unintentional force drifts in the course of continuous force pro-
duction by pairs of fingers of a hand. Healthy subjects performed
accurate force production tasks by finger pairs Index-Middle, Middle-
Ring, and Ring-Little with continuous visual feedback on the com-
bined force of the instructed (master) fingers or of the noninstructed
(enslaved) fingers. The feedback scale was adjusted to ensure that the
subjects did not know the difference between these two, randomly
presented, conditions. Across all finger pairs, enslaved force showed a
drift upward under feedback on the master finger force, and master
force showed a drift downward under feedback on the enslaved finger
force. The subjects were unaware of the force drifts, which could
reach over 50% of the initial force magnitude over 15 s. Across all
conditions, the index of enslaving increased by �50% over the trial
duration. The initial moment of force magnitude in pronation-supina-
tion was not a consistent predictor of the force drift magnitude. These
results falsify the hypothesis that the counter-directional force drifts
reflected drifts in the moment of force. They suggest that during con-
tinuous force production, enslaving increases with time, possibly due
to the spread of excitation over cortical finger representations or other
mechanisms, such as increased synchronization of firing of a-moto-
neurons innervating different compartments of extrinsic flexors. These
changes in enslaving, interpreted at the level of control with referent
coordinates for the fingers, can contribute to a variety of phenomena,
including unintentional force drifts.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY We report a consistent slow increase in
finger enslaving (force production by noninstructed fingers) when
visual feedback was presented on the force produced by either two
instructed fingers or two noninstructed fingers of the hand. In con-
trast, force drifts could be in opposite directions depending on the
visual feedback. We interpret enslaving and its drifts at the level of
control with referent coordinates for the involved muscles, possibly
reflecting spread of cortical excitation.

activation spread; force drift; moment of force; referent coordinate

INTRODUCTION

When a person tries to move one finger of a hand, other fin-
gers move unintentionally. Similar effects are seen during force
production in isometric conditions: Trying to press with one fin-
ger leads to unintentional pressing by other fingers of the hand.
These phenomena, referred to as lack of independence or
“enslaving” (Kilbreath and Gandevia 1994; Lang and Schieber
2003; Li et al. 1998; Zatsiorsky et al. 2000), have been dis-
cussed as consequences of many factors from connective tissue
links, to the presence of multitendon extrinsic muscles, and to
overlapping cortical representations (reviewed in Schieber and
Santello 2004; van Duinen and Gandevia 2011). A number of
studies have emphasized the importance of neural factors.
These studies included analysis of enslaving during force pro-
duction at proximal phalanges, where finger-specific intrinsic
muscles play the role of prime movers (Latash et al. 2002), anal-
ysis of the patterns of finger force responses induced by trans-
cranial magnetic stimulation of the motor cortex (Danion et al.
2003b), and changes in indices of enslaving over relatively short
time intervals (Reschechtko et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2012, 2013).
Enslaving has been viewed as a potentially important factor

for hand function. It is higher in the nondominant hand, under
fatigue, and in certain groups of neurological patients (Danion
et al. 2000, 2001; Park et al. 2012). On the other hand, indices
of enslaving were reported to be lower in healthy older persons
(Kapur et al. 2010; Shinohara et al. 2003). Patterns of enslaving
have been seen as stabilizing the pronation-supination moment
of force and as potential contributors to the synergic behavior of
the hand in prehensile tasks (Zatsiorsky et al. 2000; Winges and
Santello 2004; Zatsiorsky and Latash 2008).
Methods of estimating enslaving quantitatively during finger

force production varied from performing one-finger maximal
voluntary contraction (MVC) tasks (Li et al. 1998), to using
neural network approach over MVC tasks with different finger
combinations (Zatsiorsky et al. 1998, 2000), and to using one-
finger submaximal tasks (Latash et al. 2001; Park et al. 2012).
The results obtained in those studies were similar and allowed
to combine them into a single equation:

F ¼ 1=nað Þ � EjmT ;
�
� ð1Þ

where F is a four-dimensional finger force vector, |E| is a
4 � 4 enslaving matrix, m is a four-dimensional vector of hy-
pothetical commands (“modes”) to individual fingers, n isCorrespondence: M. L. Latash (mll11@psu.edu).
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the number of explicitly instructed (“master”) fingers, a is an
empirically defined constant close to 0.7, and T is the sign of
transpose (Danion et al. 2003a). The term 1/na reflects
another phenomenon of finger interaction, force deficit, a
drop in individual finger force when it acts together with
other fingers of the hand (Li et al. 1998; Ohtsuki 1981).
Equation 1 assumes that enslaving is a robust phenomenon
and does not change across tasks and conditions. It showed
changes with lengthy specialized training, for example, in
professional musicians (Slobounov et al. 2002).
Robustness of enslaving has been challenged in several recent

studies. In particular, several studies have documented a signifi-
cant increase in indices of enslaving (such as the relative amount
of force produced by noninstructed fingers) after relatively brief
practice of �30 min (Wu et al. 2012). Steady-state force pro-
duction by a subset of fingers of a hand with a brief perturbation
led to higher indices of enslaving within a single trial over 20 s
(Reschechtko et al. 2014). In a recent study (Hirose et al. In
press), an increase in enslaving has been reported across condi-
tions when the subjects had visual feedback on either master fin-
ger force or slave finger force. In the former condition, slave
finger force drifted upward by over 30%; in the latter condition,
master finger force drifted down, also by�30%, both leading to
increased relative amounts of slave finger forces, i.e., to higher
enslaving.
Changes in enslaving in the latter study are closely related

to the phenomenon of force drifts observed when visual feed-
back on the force magnitude becomes unavailable (Ambike
et al. 2015; Vaillancourt and Russell 2002). This phenom-
enon has been interpreted within the physical approach to
motor control as a consequence of drifts in the referent coor-
dinates (RCs) for the agonist and antagonist muscle groups
toward actual muscle length values (Ambike et al. 2016;
Latash 2016). At the level of a finger or a hand viewed as a
single effector, this is expected to lead to drifts in RC for the
effector to its actual coordinate and/or its apparent stiffness, k
toward lower magnitudes. Both have been confirmed in
experiments (Ambike et al. 2016; Reschechtko and Latash
2017). Understanding the nature of unintentional force drifts
and unintentional finger force production (enslaving) within a
single conceptual framework would advance our current
understanding of the neural control of intentional and unin-
tentional actions. This would have both basic and clinical
implications, in particular, as related to unintentional move-
ments after stroke and in subcortical disorders (Ejaz et al.
2018; Latash 2019; Latash and Huang 2015).
Note that force is not the only variable that shows uninten-

tional drifts in the absence of visual feedback. In particular,
large drifts have been also reported for the total moment of force
in pronation-supination (MPS) produced in pressing tasks by the
normal finger forces (Parsa et al. 2016; Reschechtko and Latash
2017). Similar to the aforementioned interpretation of force
drifts, MPS drifts have been interpreted as consequences of drifts
in the referent hand orientation and rotational stiffness. Such
drifts have been invoked as possible reasons for the counter-
directional drifts in the forces produced by the master and slave
fingers (Hirose et al. In press).
In the study by Hirose et al. (2020), the instructed finger pairs

were the index and ring (IR) and middle and little (ML) fingers.
These finger combinations were selected to increase the effects
of enslaving (cf. Zatsiorsky et al. 2000) and thus facilitate

providing feedback to subjects on either master fingers force or
slave finger force without subject’s knowledge. Note that both
finger pairs are associated with producing a substantial non-zero
MPS because of the difference in the lever arms between the
“lateral” (I and L) and “central” (M and R) fingers within each
pair. In the current study, we used a similar design to test three
finger pairs associated with drastically different initial magni-
tudes of MPS: IM, RL, and MR. Note that IM and RL involve
fingers with moment production in the same direction and,
hence, are expected to produce large initial MPS magnitudes
with plenty of room for MPS drift. In contrast, MR includes two
fingers that are comparably strong (cf. Li et al. 1998), have simi-
lar lever arms with respect to the longitudinal forearm axis, and
act in opposite directions. So, the initial MPS magnitude was
expected to be low and lead to little drift, if any. If indeed MPS

drift was the main factor leading to the observed counter-direc-
tional drifts in the forces produced by the master and slave fin-
gers, much smaller finger force drifts were expected in the MR
task, as compared with IM and RL tasks (Hypothesis 1).
We also considered an alternative hypothesis that the phe-

nomena of unintentional force changes (drifts) and unintentional
force production (enslaving) were reflections of related mecha-
nisms, which we associated with spread of excitation to cortical
finger representations of slave fingers leading to unintentional
changes in spatial RCs for the fingers (cf. the “cortical piano”
concept of Schieber 2001; see DISCUSSION for more detail).
Hence, our Hypothesis 2 was that the amount of enslaving
would show a significant increase over the trial duration invari-
ant with respect to the task and feedback conditions.

METHODS

Subjects

Seven subjects (four men and three women, 20–28 yr old, mass
82.5 ± 12.54 kg, height 1.79± 0.08 m) participated in this study. The
number of subjects was defined on the basis of power analysis of results
from the previous study of similar phenomena (Hirose et al. In press),
which showed large size effects in all major comparisons. All subjects
self-identified as right-handed, according to the preferred hand used
during writing and eating. The subjects were healthy, had no history of
hand injury or neuromotor disorder, and provided written informed
consent in accordance with procedures approved by the Office for
Research Protections of The Pennsylvania State University.

Equipment

Subjects pressed with the four fingers of the right hand on four
Nano-17 six-axis force/torque transducers (ATI Industrial Automation,
Apex, NC). The sensors’ top surfaces were covered with 320-grit sand-
paper. The sensors were mounted on a slotted aluminum plate, which
allowed the sensors to be moved in the anterior-posterior direction to
accommodate digits of different lengths. The sensors on each plate
were spaced 3.0 cm from center-to-center in the medial-lateral direc-
tion. The sensors were powered and amplified by multisensor interface
boxes (ATI Industrial Automation), which were factory-calibrated for
the individual sensors used. Data were sampled at 1,000 Hz with a PCI-
6225 16-bit analog-to-digital card (National Instruments, Austin, TX).
A custom application built in the LabVIEW programming environment
logged data for offline analysis and provided visual feedback to the ex-
perimenter and to the subjects. Subjects viewed any available visual
feedback on their performance via a 20” monitor placed 1 m from their
heads at eye level (Fig. 1A). The feedback represented a one-dimen-
sional mapping of the sum of two finger forces, which differed across
conditions (see later).
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Procedure

The experimental procedure consisted of two main parts: maximal
voluntary contraction (MVC) and submaximal accurate finger force
production trials.

At the beginning of the experiment, the force sensors were adjusted
according to the subject’s finger’s length, such that the right hand
formed a natural dome, with the fingers in a slightly flexed position
(Fig. 1A). The right forearm was aligned with the hand with the natural
wrist position in the ulnar-median deviation. At the beginning of each
trial, the subject rested the fingers on the force sensors, and the sensor
readings were set to zero; as a result, the sensors measured only active
downward pressing forces during the trials. Across trials, the subjects
were asked to press downward with the fingers without changing the
hand/arm configuration (monitored by an experimenter). The experi-
ment was performed in a single 1-h session.

Maximal voluntary contraction task. First, subjects were instructed
to press on the force sensors with all four fingers as hard as possible
during a 4-s time window. The sum of the four fingers forces was
shown by a cursor on the feedback monitor; the cursor moved upward
with force increase. This task was repeated twice, with a 30-s rest pe-
riod in-between. The highest total maximum voluntary contraction
(MVC) force across the two trials was used to set other tasks.

Submaximal accurate finger force production task. During this task,
subjects were asked to press on the force sensors with different

instructed finger combinations, referred to as “master” finger pairs:
Index-Middle (IM), Middle-Ring (MR), or Ring-Little (RL) (Fig. 1B).
Note that the IM and RL pairs involve master fingers with moment pro-
duction in the same direction, pronation or supination, respectively.
Hence, these conditions were expected to be associated with large ini-
tial MPS magnitudes with plenty of room for MPS drift. In contrast, the
MR condition includes two fingers that are comparably strong (cf. Li et
al. 1998), have similar lever arms with respect to the longitudinal fore-
arm axis, and act in opposite directions. So, the initial MPS magnitude
was expected to be low and lead to little drift, if any. Note also that two
other finger combinations, IR and ML, were explored in an earlier study
(Hirose et al. In press).

The instruction was “Press with the instructed fingers to match the
target on the screen with the cursor throughout the whole trial. Do not
pay attention to possible force production by other fingers of the hand.
Keep the cursor in the target accurately until the end of the trial. Never
lift any finger off the sensor.” The subjects were at all times watched by
an experimenter to ensure compliance with the instruction. In cases a
finger was lifted off its sensor, the trial was stopped and repeated. Prior
to the experiment, the subjects performed at least three practice trials
with each instructed finger pair. During those trials, the target force was
set at 25% of the instructed finger-pair MVC. The force produced by
the other two (slave) fingers was not shown to the subject, but it was
measured during the initial steady-state part of the trial and used to set
targets for trials with feedback on slave force (see later).

Target Force

F = F = FMASTER SLAVEF or

Visual Feedback

Master fingers Visual feedback Master fingers Visual feedback

Master fingers Visual feedback Master fingers Visual feedback

Master fingers Visual feedback Master fingers Visual feedback

IM

MR

RL

A B

Fig. 1. A: schematic illustration of the experiment setup. B: conditions used during the experiment. The instructed (master) fingers for the three conditions of the
experiment are shown in gray. This panel also shows the finger pairs that produced forces, which were used to provide visual feedback across conditions. IM, Index +
Middle; MR, Middle + Ring; RL, Ring + Little.
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The target force was set either at 25% of the instructed finger-pair
MVC or at the level measured in the practice trials for the slave fingers
during that finger-pair trial. This was done to ensure that the subjects
were unaware of the feedback manipulation and produced, on average,
similar magnitudes of finger forces under the two feedback conditions
(see Fig. 2 in RESULTS). The feedback signal represented the sum of the
master finger forces (for the former target) or the sum of the slave finger
forces (for the latter target). The subjects were unaware of the feedback
manipulations (presented in random order) and thought that they
always pressed with the master fingers to reach the target, as confirmed
by the postexperiment interview. Overall, the experimental design
included two factors: Finger-pair (IM, MR, and RL) and Feedback
(master and slave).

Each trial lasted 20 s with 8-s rest intervals between trials. Subjects
performed 24 trials in a row for each of the master finger pairs, 12 with
master finger force feedback and 12 with slave finger force feedback
(in a random order). Additional 1-min rest was given to subjects after
each 12-trial block. The order of instructed finger pairs was random
across subjects.

Data Analysis

Data were processed off-line using routines written in R, version
3.6.1 (R Development Core Team 2019). Before analysis, all force data
were low-pass filtered using a fourth-order, zero-delay Butterworth fil-
ter with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz.

Force analysis. Most of the analysis was performed at the level of
finger pairs, master and slave. For each master finger pair, IM, MR, and
RL, we computed the average of the sum of the two master finger
forces (FMASTER) and two slave finger forces (FSLAVE) over two 500-
ms time intervals early in the trial and before the end of the trial. These
intervals were selected as 4–4.5 s and 19–19.5 s from the beginning of
the trial. These intervals were selected to give subjects enough time to
reach steady-state performance early in the trial (4–4.5 s) and to avoid
edge effects at the end of the trial (19–19.5 s). We also computed the
changes in these forces between the two time intervals as DFMASTER

and ΔFSLAVE. Negative values of ΔF indicate a drop of force over time,
while positive values of ΔF indicate an increase in force over time.
Relative force changes were computed as fractions of ΔF with respect
to the force value in the early time interval (4–4.5 s). Similar analyses
were also performed for the forces produced by individual fingers.

Moment of force analysis.We computed moment of force produced
by the normal finger forces about the axis passing in-between the mid-
dle and ring finger sensors in pronation-supination. This variable, MPS,
was considered positive for forces by the Index and Middle fingers and
negative for forces by the Ring and Little fingers. We assumed no
change in the lever arms and used nominal values of± 1.5 cm for the
Middle and Ring fingers and± 4.5 cm for the Index and Little fingers.
Changes in the moment over the trial duration, ΔMPS, were computed
similarly to the changes in force between the two time intervals, 4–4.5
s and 19–19.5 s.

Analysis of enslaving. Enslaving was quantified using an index
reflecting the fraction of total force produced by the slave finger pair:
E=FSLAVE/FTOT. We also performed analysis of enslaving at the level
of individual fingers using the same equation: Ei =Fi/FTOT, where i= I,
M, R, and L slave finger. Changes in enslaving were computed between
the two time intervals, 4–4.5 s and 19–19.5 s, resulting in ΔE and ΔEi

indices expressed in relative units with respect to their initial values
within the first time interval (4–4.5 s).

Statistics

Unless otherwise stated, all data presented in the text and figures are
in the format means ± SE. We tested statistical significance at P< 0.05.
To test the specific hypotheses, ANOVAs with repeated measures
(using a mixed-model method) was used as appropriate to explore the
changes in force, moment of force, and enslaving indices. The factors
were instructed Finger-pair (IM, MR, and RL) and Feedback (master
and slave). We tested the following specific hypotheses. Hypothesis 1
(H1): Master finger force will drift downward under feedback on slave
finger force. Hypothesis 2 (H2): Slave finger force will drift upward
under feedback on master finger force. Hypothesis 3 (H3): The drifts

Fig. 2. The time series of forces averaged across subjects with standard error shades for the FMASTER (solid lines) and FSLAVE (dashed lines). Top: trials when visual
feedback was on FMASTER. Bottom: trial when visual feedback was FSLAVE. IM, Index + Middle; MR, Middle + Ring; RL: Ring + Little.
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will be smaller for the MR pair compared with the IM and RL pairs.
Hypothesis 4 (H4): Moment of force will drift to lower magnitudes
across all conditions. Hypothesis 5 (H5): Enslaving index will increase
under all conditions. Pearson correlation analysis was performed to test
the following hypothesis: Hypothesis 6 (H6): Force drift magnitude
will increase with the initial moment of force magnitude.

Additional analyses were run at the individual finger level. In partic-
ular, we tested H1 and H2 for each finger individually. In addition, we
tested Hypothesis 7 (H7): Changes in the enslaving index will be larger
in the “lateral fingers” (I and L) compared with the “central fingers” (M
and R). In this analysis, an additional factor Finger was used.

Significant effects were further explored with pairwise contrasts with
Bonferroni corrections. ANOVA model residuals were assessed for nor-
mality via quantile-quartile plots and transformed as necessary. All statisti-
cal tests were run in R, version 3.6.1 (R Development Core Team 2019).

RESULTS

Force Drifts

All subjects showed consistent patterns of force changes over
the course of individual trials, which depended on visual feed-
back. In particular, when visual feedback on the master finger
force (FMASTER) was provided, FMASTER showed minor devia-
tions from the target and the force produced by the slave fingers
(FSLAVE) increased gradually. These results are illustrated in
Fig. 2 for each of the master finger pairs, IM, MR, and RL, and
each feedback condition. Note the increase in FSLAVE (dashed
lines) under FMASTER feedback (Fig. 2, top). The same Figure 2,
bottom, illustrates a drop in FMASTER (solid lines) under FSLAVE
feedback. Note that the initial force magnitudes produced by the
master fingers were similar between the two feedback conditions,
which was also true for the force magnitudes produced by the
slave fingers (compare top and bottom panels). In particular, the
mean initial force magnitude of the slave fingers measured
between 4 and 4.5 s from the trial initiation was 2.7±0.31%
MVC under the slave finger force feedback and 2.8±0.24%
MVC under the master finger force feedback.
While the absolute changes in force were much smaller for

the slave fingers under the FMASTER feedback, their relative to
the initial magnitude changes were comparable to those for the
master fingers. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the aver-
age across subjects changes in FMASTER and FSLAVE for the three
conditions. On average, FMASTER dropped by �35% (F1,36 =
57.382; P < 0.001), and FSLAVE increased by over 50% (F1,36 =
14.437; P< 0.001).
Analysis at the level of individual finger forces confirmed

the effects and showed no difference in the force change
between the two fingers within each finger pair: effect of
Feedback (F1,72 = 86.506; P < 0.001) without other effects.
The data for individual finger forces are illustrated in Fig. 4.
Note the lack of force drift in fingers that contribute to the
force shown on the feedback monitor, namely FMASTER under
FMASTER feedback and FSLAVE under FSLAVE feedback (Fig.
4, B and D). In contrast, fingers that contributed to the force
not shown on the monitor (FMASTER under FSLAVE feedback
and FSLAVE under FMASTER feedback, Fig. 4, A and C)
showed consistent force changes similar to those illustrated
for the finger pairs in Fig. 3.

Moment Drifts

Total moment of force about the longitudinal axis between
the M and R fingers (MPS) showed consistent change across the

conditions, only when visual feedback on FSLAVE was provided
(Fig. 5). The relative drop in the MPS absolute magnitude was
�35% (F1,36 = 10.978; P = 0.002). In contrast, MPS changes in
conditions with feedback on FMASTER were inconsistent and
close to zero, on average. There were no statistically significant
effects on the index of relative MPS change.
Across-subjects Pearson correlation analysis has shown that

the initial MPS magnitude measured within the first time interval
(4–4.5 s) was a significant predictor of future force drift magni-
tude in one condition only, when the instructed finger pair was
IM and feedback on FSLAVE was provided (r=0.925, P =
0.003). In all other conditions, the initial MPS magnitude was
not significantly correlated with the force drift magnitude.

Changes in Enslaving

The counter-directional changes in FMASTER and FSLAVE
illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 led to similar drifts in the index of
enslaving, E. The index of enslaving computed for the nonin-
structed finger pairs increased over the trial duration across all
three conditions (IM, MR, and RL) and under both feedback
conditions (on FMASTER and on FSLAVE). This is illustrated in
Fig. 6. On average, the index of enslaving, E, increased from
�8–10% to �12–17% (F1,82 = 15.75; P < 0.001). There were
no effects on the relative increase in enslaving, ΔE (it was, on
average, 49%) of either Finger-pair or Feedback.
When quantified for individual enslaved fingers, ΔE for each

finger showed consistent increase over the trial duration. The
absolute increase in E in the four fingers is illustrated in Fig. 7,
which shows the data for each finger averaged across conditions

Fig. 3. The averaged force change relative to its initial magnitude with standard
error bars for the master fingers (FMASTER, light gray bars) and slave fingers
(FSLAVE, dark gray bars) are shown across subjects for each of the conditions.
*P < 0.01, significant effects. IM, Index + Middle; MR, Middle + Ring; RL:
Ring + Little.
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when the finger was enslaved, and feedback was presented on
FMASTER. ANOVA showed a significant effect of Finger
(F1,36 = 3.057; P = 0.041); pairwise contrasts with Bonferroni
corrections confirmed larger ΔE magnitudes in the Middle fin-
ger as compared with those in the Little finger (significant
effects at P < 0.05 are illustrated in Fig. 7A). When the changes
in enslaving were expressed as a percentage of the initial Emag-
nitude, the effects across the fingers became similar (Fig. 7B).
No significant effect of Finger was seen.

DISCUSSION

We reproduced the main findings of the previous study
(Hirose et al. In press) using different finger pairs. The observed
patterns of unintentional force drifts were consistent across fin-
ger pairs: the force of master fingers drifted down when feed-
back on enslaved finger force was provided [similar to previous
studies without visual feedback (Ambike et al. 2015; Vaill-
ancourt and Russell 2002)], and the force of enslaved fingers
drifted up under feedback on master finger force. As a result, the
experiment falsified the first specific hypothesis. Indeed, unin-
tentional forces drifts during the MR task were similar, both
qualitatively and quantitatively, to the drifts observed during the
IM and RL tasks.
Two more findings suggest that the counter-directional force

drifts were not caused by drifts in control variables (referent
coordinates, RC, reviewed by Feldman 2015; Latash 2010)
related to the production of the moment of force about the longi-
tudinal hand-forearm axis (MPS). First, the initial magnitude of

MPS was not a significant predictor of force drift in all condi-
tions except only one (instructed IM pair, feedback on the
enslaved finger force). Second, MPS changes during the force
drifts were consistent only under feedback on the enslaved fin-
ger force (MPS magnitude decreased under those conditions),
but they were inconsistent under feedback on the master finger
force. Taken together, these results forced us to reconsider the
previous explanation for the counter-directional force drifts
offered by Hirose and colleagues (2020).
Our analysis of the changes in enslaving (Zatsiorsky et al.

2000) showed much more consistent behavior across all condi-
tions: The index of enslaving (E) increased by �50% over 15 s
for all three finger pairs and under visual feedback on both mas-
ter and enslaved finger force. The invariance of the drift in
enslaving suggests that this factor was the origin of other behav-
ioral changes, not their consequence. Further, we elaborate on
this idea and its implications for the phenomenon of enslaving,
and sketch future studies that could test this hypothesis.

Factors Contributing to Finger Enslaving

Finger nonindependence has been explored in kinematic tasks
(Lang and Schieber 2004; Li et al. 2004), force production tasks
(Li et al. 1998; Zatsiorsky et al. 2000), and a mixture of both
(Kim et al. 2008). It has been discussed as a consequence of
both peripheral and central factors (reviewed in Schieber and
Santello 2004; van Duinen and Gandevia 2011). Peripheral fac-
tors include connective tissue links among fingers (Leijsne et al.
1993 1997) and the presence of extrinsic multitendon finger

A                                               B

C                                               D

Fig. 4. Normalized individual finger force changes
averaged across subjects with standard error bars. A:
FMASTER changes when the visual feedback is on
FSLAVE. B: FMASTER changes when the visual feed-
back is on FMASTER. C: FSLAVE changes when the vis-
ual feedback is on FMASTER. D: FSLAVE changes when
the visual feedback is on FSLAVE. I, Index finger; M,
Middle finger; R, Ring finger, L, Little finger.
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flexors, flexor digitorum profundus and flexor digitorum superfi-
cialis (FDP and FDS). Neural factors include overlapping corti-
cal representations of individual fingers, common neural drive
to extrinsic flexor compartments, and diffuse projections of
recurrent inhibition and reflex loops (Arpinar-Avsar et al. 2013;
Johnston et al. 2004; van Duinen et al. 2010; Winges et al.
2006).
Enslaving has been viewed as a functionally important phe-

nomenon contributing to stability of prehensile tasks (Zatsiorsky
et al. 2000; Zatsiorsky and Latash 2008). Its quantitative chara-

cteristics have been viewed as robust (cf. Danion et al. 2003a)
and used in analysis of stability of multifinger action, as reflected
in the structure of intertrial variance in spaces of hypothetical
commands to fingers, finger modes (reviewed in Latash 2008,
2019). The possibility of relatively quick changes in characteris-
tics of enslaving (Reschechtko et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2012,
2013), confirmed in our experiments, has to be considered in
the design and interpretation of studies that use the notion of
finger modes. Indeed, if enslaving can change by �50% over
15 s (see Fig. 6), analysis of tasks that take comparable
amounts of time has to consider effects of such drifts on esti-
mates of finger mode magnitudes.
Drifts in enslaving over such short time intervals are obvi-

ously of a neural origin. We would like to invoke here the con-
cept of “cortical piano” introduced by Schieber (2001).
According to this concept, hypothetical neuronal pools at a pre-
M1 level generate signals corresponding to intentional involve-
ment of individual fingers, i.e., precursors of the hypothetical
finger modes. These signals project on M1 representations of all
four fingers, leading to observed patterns of enslaving. These
“neuronal chords” are based on the personal lifetime experience
and may disintegrate with aging, leading to smaller enslaving
and impaired synergies in finger tasks (cf. Kapur et al. 2010;
Olafsdottir et al. 2007; Shinohara et al. 2003).

The slow increase in enslaving observed in our study suggests
spread of excitation over neighboring M1 neurons (e.g., due to
the “Mexican hat” excitability pattern among cortical columns,
Kang et al. 2003; Lin et al. 1998; reviewed by Kandel et al.
2012), leading to slowly increasing excitation received by the
slave finger representations. Such spread of excitation during
steady-state force production may be related to the phenomenon
of b-band cortical activity typical of steady states (Engel and
Fries 2010; Gilbertson et al. 2005) that shows a tendency to
spread over time (Rektor et al. 2006; Tan et al. 2016). As dis-
cussed further, this spread of activation could lead to visual
feedback-dependent counter-directional force drifts observed in
our study.
We explored only relatively low magnitudes of master finger

forces, close to 25% of MVC. The documented dependence of
enslaving on the magnitude of master finger forces, in particular,

Fig. 6. Time series of the enslaving index, E, across subjects with standard error shades for the FMASTER feedback (solid line) and FSLAVE feedback (dashed line).
IM, Index + Middle; MR, Middle + Ring; RL, Ring + Little.

Fig. 5. The averaged relative moment changes with standard error bars when the
visual feedback was on FMASTER (dark gray bars) and on FSLAVE (light gray
bars) are shown across subjects for each of the conditions. Positive values of ΔM
represent an increase in its absolute magnitude. IM, Index + Middle; MR,
Middle + Ring; RL, Ring + Little.
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within a higher force range, over 50% of MVC (Ejaz et al.
2018; Xu et al. 2017), makes our current conclusions and
hypotheses tentative. Exploring higher forces would be highly
desirable, although this may not be trivial given possible effects
of fatigue.

Factors Contributing to Unintentional Force Drifts

Unintentional force drifts have been studied for �20 yr
(Slifkin et al. 2000; Vaillancourt and Russell 2002). From the
very first studies, it has been clear that fatigue is unlikely to con-
tribute to these phenomena because they are observed consis-
tently at relatively low forces (15–20% of MVC) over relatively
short time intervals (10–20 s). Adaptation of peripheral recep-
tors (cf. Iggo and Muir 1969) could be expected to lead to oppo-
site effects and has been invoked to explain unintentional force
increase at very low initial force levels (under 5% of MVC;
Ambike et al. 2015).
The original studies interpreted force drifts as a reflection

of limitations in working memory. This memory hypothesis
has been supported by later brain imaging studies (Poon et al.
2012; Vaillancourt et al. 2003) and by observations of larger
drifts in patients with Parkinson’s disease known for prob-
lems with working memory (Jo et al. 2016; Vaillancourt et al.
2001). On the other hand, a few observations have suggested
that the subjects did not forget the initial force level. In par-
ticular, when the subjects were asked, in the middle of a trial,
to match the force with the contralateral hand, the matching
hand produced forces close to the initial force level not the
actual, reduced force level (Reschechtko et al. 2018). Similar
observations were made during force matching with the same
hand after a brief relaxation in the middle of a typical trial
with force drift (Solnik et al. 2017).
The phenomena of unintentional force drift have been ana-

lyzed within the physical approach to motor control (reviewed
by Latash 2016, 2017). According to this approach, voluntary
movements are produced by changes in the referent coordinate
(RC) for the effector. Their patterns are also defined by the

external force field. For example, the same control signals can
lead to movement, force production, or both in isotonic, isomet-
ric, and mixed-load conditions, respectively. Consider an effec-
tor acting along a coordinate X and controlled by two muscle
groups, agonists, and antagonists, with RCAG and RCANT,
respectively (Fig. 8A). The effector mechanical characteristic
(straight thick line) is the algebraic sum of the agonist and an-
tagonist characteristics (dashed lines). In a linear approxima-
tion, it can be described with two parameters, intercept (RC)
and slope (apparent stiffness, k). Changing RCAG and RCANT

in the same direction leads to translation of the effector char-
acteristic in space without a change in its shape, i.e., to a
change in RC without a change in k. If RCAG and RCANT

change in opposite directions, thus changing the spatial range
where both muscle groups are active, k changes without a
change in the location of the effector RC. These two basic
methods of control have been referred to as changes in the re-
ciprocal and coactivation commands (R- and C-commands),
respectively (reviewed in Feldman 2015; Latash 2019).
Within this framework, an unintentional drift in force in iso-

metric conditions may be caused by a drift in RC and/or k.
Indeed, assuming the effector coordinate X=0, force F=
–k�RC. So, a drop in force implies a change of RC to lower
absolute magnitudes and/or a drop in k. Such drifts were dis-
cussed as consequences of a hypothetical process, RC-back-cou-
pling (cf. Latash et al. 2005; Martin et al. 2009), leading to
minimization of the distance between RC for a muscle and the
actual length of the muscle (Ambike et al. 2016). This process
may be viewed as a tendency of all physical systems to move to-
ward the bottom of the potential field. In Fig. 8B, if both RCAG

and RCANT drift to the actual coordinate of the effector (X = 0
in Fig. 8B), this is expected to lead to a drift in the effector
RC toward X = 0 and k toward lower magnitudes (compare
the black and white circles in Fig. 8B). Both RC drifts and k
drifts have been experimentally confirmed (Ambike et al.
2016; Reschechtko and Latash 2017; Reschechtko and
Latash 2018).

A                                            B

Fig. 7. A: changes in the averaged absolute index of enslaving
with standard error bars are shown across subjects for each
finger. B: averaged relative changes in the index of enslaving
with standard error bars are shown across subjects for each
finger. I, Index finger, M, Middle finger, R, Ring finger; L,
Little finger. *P< 0.05, significant pairwise effect.
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Enslaving and Control with Referent Coordinates

For simplicity, consider the phenomenon of enslaving
between only two finger groups, master fingers and enslaved
fingers. Assuming a linear relation between FMASTER and
FSLAVE (e.g., Li et al. 1998; Zatsiorsky et al. 2000):

kSLAVE � RCSLAVE ¼ e � kMASTER � RCMASTER ð2Þ
,where ɛ < 1 is a constant. This simple equation suggests that the
typical linear scaling of enslaved force with master finger force
may be caused by various couplings at the neural control level.
For example, kSLAVE and kMASTER may stay constant, while
RCSLAVE scales proportionally to RCMASTER. Alternatively, RC
for both finger groups may stay constant while kSLAVE scales
proportionally to kMASTER. Given that voluntary force increase
is associated with an increase in both activation of the agonist
muscles and agonist-antagonist coactivation (Corcos et al. 1990;
Ghez and Gordon 1987), changes in both RC and k for the mas-
ter fingers are likely to take place. Let us consider, for simplic-
ity, that Eq. 2 can be split into two equations:

kSLAVE ¼ e1 � kMASTER; ð3aÞ

RCSLAVE ¼ e2 � RCMASTER: ð3bÞ
The hypothetical process of RC-back-coupling is likely to

happen at the level of control variables for finger forces, not fin-
ger modes. This assumption has been supported by both our pre-
vious study (Hirose et al. In press) and the results of this study.
Indeed, if drifts took place at the level of finger modes (see Eq.
1 in the INTRODUCTION), providing visual feedback on the master
finger force would prevent any drift of that variable (as can be
seen in Fig. 5), which means no drift in the modes to those fin-
gers and, consequently, no drifts in the slave finger force. There
were, however, large drifts in FSLAVE, suggesting that RC back-
coupling led to changes in commands to individual finger pairs
(and to individual fingers, since individual finger forces showed
patterns similar to those of the respective finger pairs; Fig. 4 and 5).
An increase in FSLAVE under visual feedback on FMASTER

implies that off-diagonal entries of matrix E in Eq. 1 increase in
magnitude leading to higher enslaved forces. Assuming that
keeping FMASTER constant implies both RCMASTER = const. and
kMASTER= const. (a strong assumption, cf. Reschechtko and
Latash 2017):

RCSLAVE ¼ g tð Þ � e1 � RCMASTER ð4aÞ
or

kSLAVE ¼ g tð Þ � e2 � kMASTER; ð4bÞ
where g(t) is a monotonically increasing time function.
Under visual feedback on FSLAVE, for the initial finger mode

vector, m, an increase in the off-diagonal elements of E, as
described by Eqs. 4a and 4b, leads to higher visual feedback sig-
nal reflecting the actual FSLAVE. Subjects correct the signal
deviation by decreasing nonzero entries into m (this is the only
method of finger force control allowed by the instruction),
which leads to a drop in the master finger forces, which can be
due to a drop in the absolute magnitude of RCMASTER and/or
kMASTER. Assuming RCSLAVE = const. and kSLAVE= const.:

RCMASTER ¼ RCSLAVE=g tð Þ � e1 ð5aÞ
or

kMASTER ¼ kSLAVE=g tð Þ � e2: ð5bÞ
Of course, the actual relations between the {RCMASTER;

kMASTER} and {RCSLAVE; kSLAVE} pairs may be more complex
because numerous such pairs can be used to produce the same
finger force magnitude (cf. Ambike et al. 2015, 2016) and
because the relation of these variables to force is nonlinear. This
simplified scheme, however, allows formulating alternative
interpretations for some of the known phenomena and making
testable predictions for future studies.
Perception of finger force is rather inaccurate as demon-

strated, for example, by the fact that subjects are unaware of
rather large changes in force (up to 40% of the initial level) dur-
ing unintentional force drift under typical conditions (Ambike et
al. 2015). When a subject is asked to continue producing the
same force level without visual feedback on the force, he or she
has to use other sources of information related to the force pro-
duction. One potential source of this information is sense of
“effort”, a subjective measure reflecting primarily efferent proc-
esses, which can, however, be modulated by sensory signals
(reviewed in Proske and Gandevia 2012; Proske and Allen
2019).
Within the described theoretical framework, sense of effort

may be associated with the magnitude of RC. The idea that sub-
jects base perception of force on RC magnitude has been sup-
ported by studies of force matching against different spring-like
loads (Van Doren 1995, 1998) and by a recent study of the
effects of muscle coactivation on force production and percep-
tion (Cuadra et al. 2020). In particular, in the last study, the sub-
jects were asked to coactivate arm and hand muscles without
changing the initial finger force level. They showed a consistent
large increase in force by �50% but reported verbally that the

X

FX

RCAG

R-command

C-command

RCANT

∆R

∆C

X

FX

RCAG RCANT
0

A B
initial

after drift

Fig. 8. A: an effector acting along a coordinate X is con-
trolled by two muscle groups, agonists and antagonists.
Setting their referent coordinates, RCAG and RCANT, results
in a F(X) characteristic (straight thick line), which is the
algebraic sum of the muscle characteristics (dashed lines).
At the level of mechanics, the R- and C-commands define
the intercept and slope of F(X). A change in the R-com-
mand (ΔR) translates the F(X) characteristic. A change in
the C-command (ΔC) rotates the F(X) characteristic. B: drift
of both RCAG and RCANT to the actual coordinate of the
effector (X= 0) is expected to lead to a drift in the effector
RC toward X= 0 and k toward lower magnitudes, resulting
in a drop in the initial force level (compare the black and
white circles in Fig. 8B).
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force decreased somewhat, consistent with the idea of using RC
value to report force.
A number of recent studies have suggested that, during volun-

tary movements, the corticospinal tract carries signals reflecting
RC magnitudes for the effectors (Ilmane et al. 2013; Raptis et
al. 2010; Sangani et al. 2011; reviewed by Feldman 2019). It is
feasible that, during finger actions, there is central sense of
effort associated with the overall output of the motor cortex for
all the fingers, RCHAND, even when only a few fingers are ex-
plicitly involved. In an earlier subsection, we have suggested
that unintentional force drifts observed in our study were conse-
quences of spread of excitation over respective cortical areas,
leading to increased E. This is expected to lead to increased
RCHAND, perception of increased effort, and lead to corrections,
i.e., a drop in the mode signal to master fingers. This prediction
is applicable to tasks in the absence of feedback, in particular, to
those involving only one finger.
The described mechanism based on hypothetical spread to

enslaving may be viewed as complementary to the aforemen-
tioned RC-back-coupling. If this mechanism does contribute
significantly to the force drift, its quantitative effects are
expected to be larger for tasks performed by fingers character-
ized by higher enslaving indices (e.g., by the Ring finger com-
pared with the Index finger). These effects are expected to be
smaller for tasks performed by a larger number of explicitly
involved fingers, e.g., in four-finger tasks compared with one-
finger or two-finger tasks. In addition, persons with higher
enslaving are expected to show larger force drifts (this is true
for those with Parkinson’s disease, Jo et al. 2016; Vaillancourt
et al. 2001), whereas those with smaller enslaving, such as the
healthy elderly (cf. Shinohara et al. 2003) and musicians (cf.
Slobounov et al. 2002), are expected to show smaller force
drifts. All of these predictions can be checked experimentally.
It is possible that changes at other levels of the neuromotor hier-

archy contributed to the increase in enslaving observed in our
experiments. In particular, increased synchronization of firing of
a-motoneurons innervating different compartments of the extrinsic
hand muscles could lead to higher indices of enslaving. Indeed,
synchronization of firing of motor units across compartments has
been documented for both extrinsic flexors and extensors (Keen
and Fuglevand 2004; McIsaac and Fuglevand 2007; Reilly et al.
2004). Although this synchronization is lower than that between
motor unit pairs within a compartment (McIsaac and Fuglevand
2007; Reilly and Schieber 2003), it has been considered as a con-
tributor to finger force enslaving (Rearick et al. 2003; Reilly and
Schieber 2003). The origin of motor unit synchronization is
unclear. It can reflect common descending drive, e.g., from the cor-
ticospinal pathways, as well as specific organization of reflex pro-
jections from peripheral sensory endings. Possible effects of
changes in corticospinal projections have been described earlier in
this section. Reflex effects on motor unit synchronization in the
human hand muscles are not known well, although such effects
have been reported during the tonic vibration reflex (Martin and
Park 1997). Whether these effects can change with time during
steady-state force production is unknown and, hence, this interpre-
tation remains speculative, although not impossible.

Concluding Comments

We would like to emphasize the most unexpected and robust
finding of the invariant drifts in the enslaving index across

finger pairs and feedback conditions. This finding is con-
trasted by the powerful effects of feedback that inverted the direc-
tion of force drift. The large and relatively quick changes in
enslaving have to be considered in any future studies of finger in-
dependence and coordination, in particular, those using the notion
of finger modes.
We have to acknowledge the obvious drawbacks of the study,

in particular, limiting our experiments to the dominant hand of
right-handers only. The well-documented differences in the
behavior and control of the dominant and nondominant hands
(reviewed by Sainburg 2005) require that the current findings
are confirmed across the hands. Testing more subjects would
also be desirable, although the main effects that we observe are
very strong statistically.
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